
Fine Art Photography – Kevin Fairley 
  
“What I really love about photography is that it makes you go out and explore different areas, 
cultures and people, as well as a multitude of other things in search of that unique shot,” says 
amateur award winning Australian photographer Kevin Fairley.  
  
“I have no qualifications in photography, however friends who are professionals say I have a gift, and 
a very good eye for photography,” he adds.   
  
So what makes a good eye for photography?  According to Fairley it has much to do with recognizing 
the subtleties of light upon the subject you wish to shoot. 
  
For nearly 20 years Fairley has divided his time between his home in Melbourne, Australia and 
Indonesia, where he bases himself in Ubud, Bali.  From Ubud he has made countless expeditions into 
the wilderness and communities of Sumatra, Java and Bali and recorded his encounters with the 
people and the diverse landscapes. 
  
“I have been interested in photography all of my life, however as I am now retired, it has only been in 
the last 3 years that I have been able to focus 100% on my hobby,” says Fairley. “I have a youthful 
enthusiasm and will travel for days to locations to capture events or visit sites. I invest my time to do 
whatever it takes in my endeavor to capture that unusual shot.” 
  
Open from 31 May at the Bali Center for Artistic Creativity (BCAC) in Andong, Ubud, “Fine Art 
Photography”, is a collection of 35 photographic images by Fairley. Included are works shot in black 
& white and color, and works that he has manipulated with the Photoshop program on his computer 
to introduce hints of color or other effects. 
  
“I am still trying to find my style of photography, so to do that I am out photographing everything 
that I can possibly see, from portraits to landscapes, color to black & white. Everything that you can 
name I have tried,” he says. 
  
The exhibition reveals Fairley’s willingness to explore the art of photography, and his passion for 
observing and capturing timeless moments of nature, underlining his innate curiosity about beauty 
and life. 
  
Perhaps the most spectacular images on display are a series of black & white photos depicting 
traditional bull racing in the West Sumatran province of Padang.  The focal point of the images are 
the facial expressions of the jockeys as they steer teams of bulls through muddy paddocks during the 
race.  Utilizing the zoom adjustment on Photoshop everything outside of he jockey’s face Fairley 
slightly blurs emphasizing the zoom effect while dramatizing speed and the powerful motion of the 
beasts. 
  
“I go around photographing things quickly because I love candid shots,” says Fairley.   
“The convenience of Photoshop is that it allows me to adjust the images later at home. This of 
course can be done manually on location with the camera, however at the risk of missing a magical 
photo moment, so therefore I like to spend hours working with the computer as well,” 
he adds.   “Many photographers do the same as there is so much competition these days to produce 
quality shots.” 
  
 “Fine Art Photography” continues through until 30 June at the BCAC Gallery, Jl. Raya Andong Ubud, 
and is open daily from 9am – 5pm. 
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